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Twitch CEO Emmett Shear has apologized to the platform's former top star, Ninja, after his defunct channel was used to
advertise a pornographic ... Twitch CEO Apologizes To Ninja After His Defunct Account Was Used To Promote A Porn
Stream ... Disgusted and so sorry. pic.twitter.com/gnUY5Kp52E.. Ninja said his was "disgusted and so sorry" as his previous
content was ... Twitch CEO apologises after Ninja's old channel used to promote porn ... the CEO of Twitch, has apologised to
streaming star Tyler 'Ninja' Blevins and .... An "experiment" with Ninja's old Twitch channel leads to thousands of (potentially
underage) viewers being recommended a pornographic stream. ... pornography through its filters — and promoting it on said
streamer's channel. ... after Ninja departed the platform, his Twitch channel was rejiggered into a .... Ninja "Disgusted" After
Twitch Promotes Porn Stream on His Old Channel: "They don't do this for anyone else that's offline, by the way, just me.".
Earlier this month, Blevins announced that he was leaving Twitch for another streaming platform, Microsoft-owned Mixer,
where he quickly gained a million subscribers within five days. ... Blevins says that the channel streaming porn had been
bumped to the number one spot, and apologized to users who might have seen it.. Tyler “Ninja” Blevins, who recently left his 14
million-follower Twitch account ... has issued a statement labelled “disgusted and so sorry” today after that ... That His Old
Twitch Channel Was Promoting A Porn Stream [Update] .... Ninja "Disgusted" After Twitch Accidentally Promotes Porn On
His ... on Ninja's channel before Twitch eventually shut down the illicit stream.. Ninja 'disgusted' after Twitch accidentally
promotes porn stream on his dormant channel. By Samuel Horti August 11, 2019. He's trying to get his old channel .... Ninja
slams Twitch after his dramatic move to Mixer, saying he's 'disgusted' the Amazon streaming service used his old channel to
promote .... r/technology: Subreddit dedicated to the news and discussions about the creation and use of technology and its
surrounding issues.. Promoting Fortnite videos and 404'ing his old channel is not ... Porn referral from Ninja's old Twitch
channel leads to his accusation of bad treatment ... Blevins this afternoon alleged that Twitch, in the week since he left the
streaming ... The 404 page given to him is not the one Twitch shows when users put .... Ninja disgusted at Twitch after porn
stream was promoted on his channel · The Verge - Andrew Liptak · This afternoon, streamer Tyler “Ninja” Blevins posted a ....
Streaming platform Twitch's boss apologises after pornography is hosted on ... But Ninja said he was "disgusted" after the top-
listed streamer on his page ... "There was a porn account which was number one being ... or at least not promote other streamers
and other channels on my brand, on my profile.. Ninja calls out Twitch after his dormant channel highlights porn (updated) ...
Twitch for not only using his dormant channel to promote other streamers, but to let porn ... the number one stream on Twitch
the morning of August 11th was a bootleg porn ... Disgusted and so sorry. pic.twitter.com/gnUY5Kp52E.. “Disgusted and so
sorry.” ... In response, Twitch has been using his old channel on the platform to promote ... In a short video posted on Twitter
today, Ninja expressed his displeasure with Twitch's decision after he invested ... and Fortnite porn to close to 20,000 viewers as
the number one stream on Twitch .... Ninja Disgusted At Twitch As Porn Was Promoted On His Old ... Over the weekend,
Twitch promoted a pornographic stream on his old Twitch channel. ... When Ninja left Twitch to stream exclusively on Mixer,
he left 14 million .... Ninja “disgusted” after Twitch promotes adult content on his old channel ... Twitch star Tyler “Ninja”
Blevins .... Tyler Blevins, better known as Ninja, said he was 'disgusted and so sorry' about ... Ninja's zombie profile into
advertising space for promoting other, active livestreams. Typically, when Twitch creators aren't active, their channels simply ...
to have artificially inflated the number of viewers on their porn stream, .... One of these other promoted channels seemed to be
streaming pornography. Of course, with millions of subscribers on Ninja's channel, a lot of .... Ninja disgusted at Twitch after
porn stream was promoted on his ... Ninja and his channel, which attracted over 100,000 followers within five ... ac183ee3ff 
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